(6) The integral of an integrand F over a surface S is defined to be 
(3) 6^+ n denotes the Grassmann manifold of unoriented m plane directions in R m + n (which can be regarded as the space of all unoriented m planes through the origin in R m + n ). (4) A C (Jc) 
integrand [real analytic integrand] is a function [real analytic function] F: G^r
n -^RC\{t: />0} whose partial derivatives up to order k exist and are continuous. Here k denotes either a positive integer or a>} (5) A surface S is a compact m-rectifiable subset of R m + n . If S is a surface, then, for H m almost all x£5, S has an approximate tangent m plane direction at x, denoted S(x).
(6) The integral of an integrand F over a surface S is defined to be 
F(S) = f F(S(x)
The ellipticity of F with respect to any G (EG is equivalent to the uniform convexity of F if w = l, and (*) is implied by the uniform convexity of F for arbitrary n when S is orientable and has dD as its oriented boundary. The class of integrands F which are elliptic with respect to all G G G forms a convex set in the space of all functions G% +n -*R which set, in particular, contains a neighborhood of the m area integrand (i.e. fsl) in the C (2) topology. Also if L: R™+*-*R™+ n is a nonsingular linear mapping, then L §F is elliptic with respect to GEG if and only if F is.
Regularity of surfaces.
Let 5 be a surface and k be either a positive integer or oo. We say that S is C (k) 
integrand [real analytic integrand] which is elliptic with respect to G, B is a boundary, and <rÇzHm-i(B; G). Then there exists a surface S with the following properties:
(1) 5 spans a.
( 
2) F(S) ^F(T) whenever T is a surface which spans a. (3) S is
whenever D is an m disk in R m + n and S is a surface which cannot be deformed into dD by a Lipschitzian map leaving 3D fixed. As before, the ellipticity of F is equivalent to the uniform convexity of F if n = l, and the class of elliptic integrands forms a convex set in the space of all functions G^+ n ->R which set, in particular, contains a neighborhood of the m area integrand in the C (3) As a consequence of (1) and (2) 
we see that if F(T) ^fi whenever T is an F minimal surface with respect to B and U and F(T)>0, then there exists a surface S which is F minimal with respect to B and U and hence C (k~l) regular almost everywhere [real analytic almost everywhere] such that F(S) g F(T) whenever F(T)>0 and T is an F minimal surface with respect to B and U.
REMARK. Conditions sufficient to imply a positive lower bound to the positive numbers F(T) for surfaces T which are F minimal with respect to B and U often arise in individual problems. One sufficient condition is that B be a Lipschitz neighborhood retract (which would be true if B were a compact differentiate m -1 dimensional submanifold of R m+n ) and U= {R™+ n }. See [Al, 11.1(4, 5), 11.3, 11.4, 11.5] [A2, Figures 1-6, 1-9, 4-7] .
REMARK. In case G is the group of integers, n = l, and F^=l, the regularity almost everywhere of S minimizing 
